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graves who never heard one single lisp of

the Gospel. They know nothing about it.

They know nothing about Jesus Christ,

nothing about his atonement, nothing

about the fall, and nothing about the

true God; but they died in the greatest

of ignorance. Will it be consistent with

the great attributes of Jehovah to judge

them by a law they had no knowledge of?

It would be inconsistent, if they were al-

ways to remain without that knowledge.

But if they are to be judged by that law—

that great plan of salvation ordained be-

fore the foundation of the earth, they

must be made acquainted with it, either

in time or in eternity.

There have been dispensations per-

taining to time, and these dispensations

have generally been of short endurance.

The wickedness of the world has been

such as to drive those holding authority

and power to administer in the various

dispensations from the earth; and the

systems of men have been instituted in

the stead thereof, and our earth has been

left from time to time overwhelmed with

the darkness, confusion, jars, and dis-

cords of men-made systems of religion;

and the people have been shut out, for

many generations, from the true light of

heaven.

What has been the condition of the

people for some seventeen centuries past

on the great Eastern hemisphere? We

have often told you that the ancient

Church was destroyed from the face

of the earth—that the authority of the

Priesthood of heaven was taken from the

earth—that no such thing as a Chris-

tian Church, with all its authority and

power, as it stood upon the earth in an-

cient days, has existed for generations

and ages that are past. This we have

proved to the people from time to time,

and we have showed them that this

state of things has taken place in fulfill-

ment of prophecy: hence, the people who

died during these dark ages, have gone

down in ignorance of the law by which

they are to be judged—in ignorance of

the authority and power of the Gospel—

in ignorance of the Christian religion.

They, having only a history of it, had no

one authorized to administer it. They

could barely read what it was in ancient

days, and that was all.

Were not those ancient fathers of ours

as good, in many respects, as we? And if

they had the same opportunities we en-

joy, would not many of them have em-

braced the Gospel as well as we? If they

are not permitted to hear the Gospel in

the eternal worlds, could they not come

up before the Judge of all the earth, and

say, You are a partial Being; you are

judging us by a law we never heard of—

condemning us for something we never

had the opportunity of receiving?

They would have the right to plead

this excuse before the great bar of judg-

ment. But, that they may be left without

excuse before the bar of God in the last

dispensation of the fullness of times, God

will send a holy messenger from heaven,

called Elijah, the Prophet, to give power

to chosen vessels on the earth to offi-

ciate in the ordinances of that Gospel

in their behalf. Thus the hearts of the

children will be turned towards their fa-

thers; otherwise the children must also

perish with their fathers, and all flesh

would be smitten with a curse. Why?

Because we have the power given unto

us from heaven to feel after our fathers,

and yet we will not do it; consequently,

we would be cursed, and we could not es-

cape from it.

Though the Gospel may be revealed

to us, we cannot partake of it, and en-

joy its principles, and neglect the fa-

thers. That is a duty enjoined upon

the children in the last dispensation;

that is the duty enjoined upon us, and


